their shoes and biscuits, a
practice which triggered
measures, such as the
addition of
rock
to tragically rip
the possibility of mining
constantly threatened by
the Kline Foundation.

The National Players of
the New technology, such as
Wilson's famous
and brilliant development of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet."

The National Players' 38th
Present Tom Stoppard's
"Rosencrantz and
and brilliant development of
Shakespeare's "Hamlet."

"I am proud to be a
student at Clinch Valley,'" said
Wanda Mitchell was
recently chosen one of
the twenty-eight people In the
most recent recipient of
the Kline Foundation.

Continued to page B
Voting explained

Well believe it or not, there is no poll tax anymore, lists that jurors are picked from are obtained from other sources besides-voter registration lists such as DMV drivers license lists and others), and minorities and women and persons not owning property can now vote. With all that out of the way, what's YOUR excuse for not registering and voting? if we register and vote. I hope you find it informative and I hope you find it interesting.

Q. How do I register to vote?
A. Saturday October 6, 1984 is the last day to register for the November elections. It is best to go and register today or the next few days. The registrar will ask you for your name and address. Social Security Number, date of birth, and other ID, car and house keys, plus other belongings can now vote. With all that out of the way, what's YOUR excuse for not registering and voting? if we register and vote. I hope you find it informative and I hope you find it interesting.
Frank Finds... SGAbudget analyzed

ByFrank finds

The HIGHLAND CAVALIER asks: Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the amount of funds allotted to your organization? Dave Bentley, Coach Bentley, and the Athletic Department realized that what was alloted to us was not as bad as expected. What we received was within limitations imposed on other departments for more funds.

Daley Parsormo, SGA

I'm very happy with what was allotted. We have a full line of camouflage pants, shirts, boots, hats, gloves, & field jackets. Look for the Soldier outside Ben's Army, and for sale. $8 for non-students. Further Information about tickets can be obtained by calling 328-2431, ext. 225.

The Performance is partially funded by the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with the Virginia Commission for the Arts.

The Sept. 25 performance begins at 7:30 p.m. at Clinch Valley College students are admitted free. Identification will be checked. Adult tickets are $8 for non-students. Further Information about tickets can be obtained by calling 328-2431, ext. 225.

We have a full line of camouflage pants, shirts, boots, hats, gloves, & field jackets. Look for the Soldier outside Ben's Army, and for sale. $8 for non-students. Further Information about tickets can be obtained by calling 328-2431, ext. 225.

We have a full line of camouflage pants, shirts, boots, hats, gloves, & field jackets. Look for the Soldier outside Ben's Army, and for sale. $8 for non-students. Further Information about tickets can be obtained by calling 328-2431, ext. 225.

Popular performers featured:...
Wednesday, Sept. 11, Sheila SQA's road rally. On Osborne, Tammy Kilgore, first place to complete the course. It was their third attempt. The first set of clues were made up of.
Sports Spotlight

Jamie Creech

By Dirk Davis

"It's tough to go from being a starter in high school to a nobody in college." He may be a nobody now, but 6'6" freshman point guard Jamie Creech from Whitesburg, Kentucky is on his way to being a real somebody here at CVC. Jamie knows the biggest obstacle he must overcome is making the team of fifteen. "There's a real good crop of freshmen here and it's going to be hard to make the team. There's one or two guys that are a small cut above the rest and everybody else is pretty much the same. We'll have to work real hard for what spots are available." Jamie feels it's important that he improve his defensive skills and really work hard in practice.

Jamie gives a lot of credit to Hobby Stuart for his improvement since he got here and he feels Hobby is a big reason he's still at CVC. "At the first of the year I was real frustrated, but Hobby talked to me and encouraged me. Now I'm glad I stayed. I live CVC. It's real demanding here and hard to leave home, but friends like Hobby help you adjust a lot."

To be a good ball club Jamie feels that the Cavaliers will have to play good, strong, man-to-man defense and shoot well. Also, the team will have to have a lot of roleplayers. "I feel role players can be as important as starters. It's gonna take more than five people to win in the KIAC. If everyone will just accept their roles, we'll be a good ball club. Good luck to Jamie and the rest of the Cavaliers. Let's get behind them and make this year the best ever for the Cavs.

Cheerleaders chosen

By Allen A. J. Wallace

Tryouts were held Monday, Sept. 10, for the new Cavalier Cheerleading Squad. A panel of five judges rated the participants in the following categories: personal interviews, partner stunts, individual cheers, group chants, gymnastics, and jumps.

The people chosen to represent the Cavaliers during the 1984-85 season are: Greg Marshall, Lynn Gilbert, Stuart Harlow, Stephanie Sump, Jan Adams, Lane Kinser, Tony Foster, and Anthony Von Nostrand. Alternates are Rebecca Allen and Dominique Mastrapasqua.

Congratulations to these people. We look forward to an exciting season.

Athletic insurance changed

Athletic Director, Bonnie Ekiser announced September 7 that due to increased insurance costs and current-budget cuts, the type of insurance coverage the athletic department will be using for the 1984-85 academic year will be changed. In past years, the athletic department had an insurance policy which has served as primary coverage. This year, for economic reasons, we have had to change to a primary excess coverage.

This new coverage means simply that if a student-athlete and/or his family has hospitalization/accident insurance of their own, that insurance will be applied first. The athletic department insurance would then come in to play on any unpaid portion of the student-athlete's bill. If the student-athlete and/or his family does not have hospitalization/accident coverage, our insurance would be applied first in that case.

Athletes should be aware that it is extremely important to promptly notify the athletic department at the time of injury. If they fail to complete the necessary paperwork within the specified time, the athletic department will not be responsible for the incurred bill.